General Literary Criticism—includes poetry, short stories, novels, and drama

Academic Search Premier www.sc.edu/library/ Select “Indexes”
Humanities Full Text www.sc.edu/library/ Select “Indexes”
InfoTrac/Expanded Academic Index www.sc.edu/library/ Select “Indexes”
Literature Resource Center www.sc.edu/library/ Select “Indexes”
MLA Bibliography www.sc.edu/library/ Select “Indexes”

Contemporary Literary Criticism
Literary Criticism Index Ref PN 94 .C657
Magill's Bibliography of Literary Criticism Ref Z 6511 .W44 1994
Nineteenth-Century Literary Criticism Ref Z 6511 .M25
Poetry Criticism Ref PN 761 .N56
Short Story Criticism Ref PN 1010 .P499
Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism Ref PN 3373 .S386

Biography

American Women Writers: Ref PS147 .A4
Atlantic Brief Lives: A Biographical Companion to the Arts Ref NX90 .K75
Contemporary Authors Ref Z1224 .C6
Contemporary Fiction Writers of the South Ref PS261 .C565 1993
Contemporary Novelists Ref PR 881 .C69 1996
Contemporary Popular Writers Ref PR 478 .P66 C66 1997
Contemporary Southern Writers Ref PS 261 .C569 1999
Dictionary of Literary Biography Ref PS221 .D48
Modern American Women Writers Ref PS151 .M54 1990
Selected Black American Authors Ref PS153 .N5 P3

Databases available at: www.sc.edu/library/ Select ‘Indexes’

Biography Resource Center Biography & Genealogy Master Index
Dictionary of National Biography Literature Resource Center

Library Catalog
The University Libraries' Catalog will help you locate books and other materials on your topic. A keyword search using terms from the topic is often the best way to search. When looking for items on a specific author keep in mind the following:

Author search Hemingway Ernest works by Hemingway
Subject search Hemingway Ernest works about Hemingway
Keyword search Ernest Hemingway works both by and about Hemingway

CALL NUMBERS:
"Ref..." — these texts are located in the Reference Department's print collection
"Ready Ref..." — these texts are located behind the Reference Desk
Bold - these titles are recommended
History

**American Decades (covering 1900-1999)**
Ref E169.12 .A419 1994

**American Eras (covering 1600-1900)**
Ref E169.1 .A47 1997

**Chronology of African American History**
Ref E185 .H64 1997

**Chronology of the United States**
E174.5 .C63 1997

**Chronology of World History**
Ref D11 .M39 1999

**Encyclopedia of Southern Culture**
Ref F209 .E53 1989

**Encyclopedia of the South**
Ref F207.7 .E53 1992

**Encyclopedia of the United States in the Twentieth Century**
Ref E740.7 .E53 1996

**Encyclopedia of Women’s History in America**
Ref HQ1410 .C85 1996

**Gale Encyclopedia of Multicultural America**

**Reader’s Companion to U.S. Women’s History**
Ref HQ1410 .R43 1998

**History**

**American Decades (covering 1900-1999)**
Ref E169.12 .A419 1994

**American Eras (covering 1600-1900)**
Ref E169.1 .A47 1997

**Chronology of African American History**
Ref E185 .H64 1997

**Chronology of the United States**
E174.5 .C63 1997

**Chronology of World History**
Ref D11 .M39 1999

**Encyclopedia of Southern Culture**
Ref F209 .E53 1989

**Encyclopedia of the South**
Ref F207.7 .E53 1992

**Encyclopedia of the United States in the Twentieth Century**
Ref E740.7 .E53 1996

**Encyclopedia of Women’s History in America**
Ref HQ1410 .C85 1996

**Gale Encyclopedia of Multicultural America**

**Reader’s Companion to U.S. Women’s History**
Ref HQ1410 .R43 1998

**Literary History and Chronologies**

**African Literature & Its Times**
Ref PL8010 .M65 2000

**British & Irish Literature & Its Times**
Ref PR25 .M67 2001

**Columbia Literary History of the United States**
Ref PS92 .C64 1988

**Chronological Outline of American Literature**
Ref PS92 .R67 1997

**Encyclopedia of Southern Literature**
Ref PS261 .S515 1997

**Latin American Literature & Its Times**
Ref PQ 7081 .M625 1999

**Literary History of the United States**
Ref PS88 .L522

**Literature & Its Times**
Ref PN50 .L574 1997

**New York Times Index (beginning with 1851)**
Ref AI21 .N44

**Women Writers in the United States: A Timeline**
Ref PS147 .D38 1996

Reader’s Guide Retrospective
Ref www.sc.edu/library/ Select “Indexes”

New York Times Historical
Ref www.sc.edu/library/ Select “Indexes”

**Handbooks and Guides to Writing, Research and Literary Theory**

**A Glossary of Contemporary Literary Theory**
Ref PN44.5 .H37 2000

**A Dictionary of Cultural and Critical Theory**
Ref HM101 .D527 1996

**Encyclopedia of Contemporary Literary Theory: Approaches, Scholars, Terms**
Ref PN81 .E63 1993

**Routledge Dictionary of Literary Terms**
Ref PN41 .D4795 2006

**The Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary Theory and Criticism**
Ready Ref PN81 .J554 2005

CALL NUMBERS:
"Ref..." -- these texts are located in the Reference Department's print collection
"Ready Ref..." -- these texts are located behind the Reference Desk
**Bold** - these titles are recommended